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Contents: 

40 x Double-sided planetscape/levelled terrain hex tiles
40 x Restored/green tiles
2 x Large D6 dice in each colour (red/blue/green/yellow)
2 x Small D6 dice in each colour (red/blue/green/yellow)
4 x Character pieces 
20 x Building parts in each colour 

Objective: 

Game ends when all of the tiles comprising the board are, in any combination, flipped/levelled 
OR restored. The player with the most points (obtained through altering terrain and building 
structures) wins. 

Rules 1.0:

Each player begins with 2 large D6 dice, representing 
detonatable rovers, and 1 scout piece on an edge hex tile. 
Rovers are capable of exploding tiles, scouts are not. 
Rovers are limited in how many times they can explode: 
when the big rover (large D6) explodes, it is removed from 
the board and replaced with rerolled small D6 rover. When 
the small rover explodes it is removed from the board. 

40 tiles are included with the game, and the board can be 
made large or small, or in any shape. A board including 
more tiles will of course result in a larger game. 



Movement Rules:

1. Each player gets 2 actions per turn. Possible actions are as follows:

- Blow up a tile (2 actions)

- Scout a tile, flipping it over and seeing if there are any chain reaction markers 
on the bottom. This info can be kept secret to other players. (1 action)

- Move a rover or scout (1 action)

- Build a structure (1 structure part = 1 action)

- Restore a planetscape tile (2 actions)

- Restore a levelled tile (1 action)

- A player may choose to take only 1 action and sandbag the other, then 
take 3 actions the following turn.  

2. Players determine how mobile their rovers are by rolling the large D6s at the start of 
the game. If the number on the dice rolled is 6, you are allowed to move that rover 
up to 6 spaces.

3. Movement is from corner to corner, not tile to tile.

Explosion Rules:

4. If you choose to use your rover to explode a tile, you must replace that rover with a 
smaller rover. Re-roll the smaller rover when replacing the large one. 

5. The smaller rover is removed from the board after detonation. 

6. When a tile is exploded it is flipped over to the bottom. If arrows are present, a chain 
reaction occurs.

7. Chain reactions happen when one tile has been levelled and the arrows on the 
bottom of the tile point to other tiles. Then those tiles also explode and so on. The 



longer the chain the worse it is for the player who set it off. Each explosion is worth 
-1 points.

8. If there is an incomplete building nearby and an explosion within 1 tile in any 
direction of the building, or a chain reaction calls for the tile to be flipped, a single 
building piece will be lost from the building. 

Building/restoring rules:

9. In order to build on a tile, the tile must be cleared via rover explosion. Once the tile 
is cleared you may build. The scout character piece must be touching a levelled hex 
tile to build on it. One building piece is one action. Each building piece is worth 2 
points.

10. 3 building pieces is a normal building and is considered complete so cannot be 
knocked down by nearly explosions.

11.  5 building pieces on one tile is a super building and cannot be knocked down by 
nearby explosions or chain reactions.

12. An incomplete building can be damaged by explosions; if an explosion occurs via a 
rover in contact with a structure’s hex tile, one building part is knocked off. 

13. Tiles can be restored. Restoring a tile prevents others from building on it, or from 
existing buildings being developed further. You may restore a tile at any stage of 
building whether the tile has been exploded or not. Once a tile is restored, even 
incomplete buildings are not damaged by nearby explosions.

14. Restoring a tile is worth 1 pt.

Eco-Footprint Mechanics - Optional Challenge Rule:  

1. Aside from points, which are personal, the Eco Footprint is a collective scoring 
system that judges the life of the entire planet. It is simple token system, starting at 
10 tokens.  

2. Once the Eco Footprint tokens are at 0 for two consecutive turns, the game is over 
and everyone loses.  

3. Restoring 1 tile +1 

4. Destroying 1 tile -1



Week 1: Development

Tiles were originally square, but were changed to hex tiles. Not only are hexagons an infinitely 
cooler shape, they allow for more movement strategy. 

Week 2: The Test Build

With hex tiles illustrated and rovers and character pieces on the board, we were able to test the 
game out. The hex tile movement worked well. There were plans to make little “home base” 
markers, denoted here with pipe cleaners, but in the final build, selecting hex tiles on the outer 
edge of the board worked just fine. 



Week 3: Testing Version 1.0



After testing and receiving feedback from players, a couple points came up for improving Terra 
Flora, as well as some great ideas for a final production copy should the concept ever make it 
that far. 

1. Player reminder cards
- An idea that I would have loved to have completed for the due date, I find reminder cards in 

existing board games to be super helper, especially for new players. 
- Cards would act as a cheat sheet that list possible move actions, as well as how points are 

earned. 

2. A solidified point system following further play testing
- There was a lot of indecision throughout creating this game as to how to allot points. We 

wanted to emphasize that restoring tiles is good, and incentivized restoration by allowing 
players to deny others’ points by restoring before or while a structure was being built, but 
weren’t sure if blowing up the beginning planetscape should be worth negative points. 

- Since tiles have to be levelled to begin construction anyway, I think blowing up a tile should 
be worth a small amount of points or none at all. 

- I could theoryscore this game all day, but the only way to balance out point allotment is to 
play a lot more. 

3. Game speed
- Players expressed that they felt the game moved slowly, so further testing with 3 actions per 

turn may alleviate this. 
- A character piece may be better off being able to scout all tiles it’s touching, so maximum 3. 

4. Explosions and structures
- To further incentivize restoring tiles as well as being in-theme with explosions, completed 

buildings may be better off still being able to be damaged by adjacent explosions
- “Explosion proofing” a structure could be another expensive turn action, however

5. Ability Cards?
- Along with chain reaction markers, some tiles could have another marker that allows the 

player to draw an ability or action card from a deck (random draw), or select a card they like 
from a number of face-up cards. Quantum does something similar, and having some 



randomness in which cards are selectable while still having some choice in the matter feels 
pretty good. The game was already a lot for the short sessions we had to teach and play it in 
class, but some card actions could include: make a building explosion-proof, blow up another 
tile on the board as an instant action, deploy another rover, knock over another player’s 
structure.

- Adding such cards would also give more value to the scouting action, as a character piece 
could scout for and obtain these cards without exploding a tile. 

6. Tile directionality: 
- To avoid confusion over how to flip the tile, one edge of each hex tile could be marked, and 

when flipped, that edge must be in the same spot. 


